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CONCERNING NORMAL FAMILIES AND APPLICATIONS 

TO THE STUDY OF PLAT REGIONS OP 

ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 

I. Introduction: The, primary purpose of this paper is the con¬ 

sideration of a theorem concerning regions of flatness of entire 

functions, and to draw some conclusions that result immediately 

from the theorem. The proof of this theorem depends upon cer¬ 

tain concepts from the theory of normal families of analytic 

functions, and the theory of kernels of sequences of analytic 

functions which tend uniformly to Infinity. For this reason, 

we will occupy ourselves at first with some of the fundamental 

ideas from these theories. 

It will be convenient in this work to define boundedness 

in a domain as boundedness in each closed region contained in 

the domain. Similarly, uniform convergence in a domain will 

be taken to mean uniform convergence in each closed region con¬ 

tained in the domain. 

II. Normal Families: 

Definition 3.: A family cf of functions analytic in a 

domain** l> is normal w in D if from each sequence of functions 

belonging to the family it la possible to extract a subsequence 

IT In this paper the term domain will be used to indicate an 
open connected set of points. A closed region Is a domain 
together with its boundary. 

«tfPor this definition and the facts cited later, see P. Montel, 
Lecons sur les Families Normalos, Gauthier-Villara, Paris, 
1927. 
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which converges uniformly in 0 to a function analytic in D, or 

to the constant infinity. 

A fundamental theorem, establishing a criterion that a 

family of functions be normal in a domain D, is stated below, 

and will be called, for reference purposes 

Theorem 1: If a family of functions, analytic in a domain 

D, is bounded in D —? i.e., there exists a positive M < 00 

such that lWl<M for each function of the family, and for 

each z € D — then from every inf inite sequence of functions of 

the family can be extracted a subsequence which converges uni¬ 

formly in D to a function analytic in I). 

It is clear that we may obtain, by a linear transformation 

of the function, an equivalent statement of Theorem 1, which la 

less restrictive in charaetert 

Theorem 2: If a family of functions, analytic in a domain 

D, is such that for some a, there exists an ra such that 

- a \ > m for each function of the family and for each *e ft , 

then the family is normal in 3. 

In other words, a family of functions analytic in D is 

normal in £> if there is any region in the plane of values of 

the function which is exceptional for each function of the fam¬ 

ily. 

A question which might logically arise at this point is 

whether or not Theorem 2 gives minimum conditions that a family 

bo normal. Can anything be said concerning the size of the 
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exceptional region? la it possible that ”exceptional region” 

could be replaced by a denumerable set of "exceptional points”? 

The answers to these questions are obtained, by moans of the 

modular function and Theorem 1, in 

Theorem jk If a family of functions analytic in a domain 

D is such that no function fU) of the family takes on either 

the value a or the value b, for D, then the family is normal 

in D. 

Two additional theorems concerned with properties of nor¬ 

mal families will prove useful. 

Theorem Ip If the values taken on by the functions of a 

normal family at a single point of the domain D in which the 

family is normal constitute a bounded set, the family Is bounded 

in every closed region, containing the point, and contained in 

the domain. 

Theorem 5: If a family of functions is normal in a domain, 

It is normal at each point of the domain**; and conversely, if a 

family is normal at each point of a domain, the family is normal 

in the domain. 

In the light of Theorem 5» we may state a second defini¬ 

tion of normality which under certain circumstances is somewhat 

more convenient than Definition 1. 

# A family of functions is normal at a point if there exists 
a circle about the point in which the family is normal. 
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Definition 1*: A family £ of functions analytic in a 

domain 0 is normal in D if, for D any closed region interior 

to D and Sn any sequence of functions of the family, it is pos¬ 

sible to extract a subsequence of Sn which converges uniformly 

in D to a function analytic in D, or to the constant infinity. 

It is clear that Definition 1 and Definition 1* are equiv¬ 

alent; 1 obviously implies 1»; moreover, if a family is normal 

by lf, it is normal at every point of the domain, and hence 

normal by 1. 

It is possible to define normality for families of har¬ 

monic functions in an entirely analagous way, and to study 

such a family of harmonic functions by forming the family of 

analytic functions 

where $U,^) is a suitably chosen conjugate harmonic function 

of . 

The following theorem on harmonic functions is due to M. 

Mandelbrojt. 

Theorem 6: Suppose a family $ of functions, harmonic 

and positive in a domain D. Then to each closed region D, 

contained in D, there corresponds a positive constant *<«>, 

depending only upon the region D selected, such that 

-L < » M »i_ < * 

Journal de Mathematiques Purea et Appliques, v. 8, 
(9th series), pp. 173-19^ 
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for any two points (Xo.'M belonging to D» and for each 

9U.^ 6 $ • 
q(«,V) 

Proofs Consider the fatally of function© rCxito = e(ju.ijTi 

for a fixed point (x^.'ie b * and the family of analytic func¬ 

tions* *■ * where la a cost ju¬ 

gate harmonic function to , Since ^U.ij)*© for each 

function of the family* 

\?ct)\ = e*0^ > \ 

and the family of functions $UD la normal in 15. Hence» the 

family of functions. is normal in 15. Moreover* since 

FCXo.^tti-1 * the family Is bounded ini# 

Therefore, there exist® a positive finite constant «■ 

such that 
\_ < 

<y^,» **»>  < Qi. 
<* <9 lx., 

for every pair of points e D * and for each 

6§ , 

As a consequence of the preceding theorem®, we have a 

theorem (also due to Mandelbrojt^*} which will prove fundamen¬ 

tal In the work to follow. 

Theorem 2* Suppose a family 3P of functions, analytic 

in a domain D. Let D be a closed region interior to L. 

e Loc. cit. 
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Le-V m (f, D) - JLu b 1 JhJiifll. \ 
« 5 I A*><}. UUo>l I 

i,ufc$ |nw>| 

L($»5) = mm ^mU.fc), m* C«,6} } . 

A necessary and sufficient condition that the family bo nor¬ 

mal in D Is that . , 
~u“_ L t*> 6) = L < oo. 

Proof? To show the sufficiency of the condition, we 

assume L<w> , and show that if D is a closed region contain¬ 

ed in D, and if f*ti) is any sequence of functions of J , it 

Is possible to extract a subsequence which converges uniformly 

in 0 either to a function which is analytic in 13, or to the 

constant Infinity. 

Let fnCV) be a sequence of functions of the family. 

Then since L<«>, there exists a subsequence of the integers 

such that either 

and for a particular 0, 4ntiwi-»F , whore F is either finite 

or infinite. 

Suppose first that F is finite, but different from zoro 

or one, and that m , D)<L. Then 

m , 6) * U 

OT, tn' iin;, 5 1 <• b» 

\t>«^ \$w;W l 
\*nl U.>\ 
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As i -=9 oo 
‘ ficxj ltntUU»\ 

-*l ; hence, for i sufficiently largo 

there exists a constant It such that 

io<] 0*3 \ A 

.Aog F 
ue., \.o<j < v. &0(J F 

\Fnc tti \ <- F * , 

Hence, there exists a subsequence of which conver¬ 

ges in D to an analytic function* 

Suppose now that F - e> , and log , and that 

uniformly in 13, 

How suppose F-*> : then log and the argument 

ia the same as for F = o » in this case Ft\i &)->•*> uniformly. 

In the case in which Unt ,T>)<L, the details of proof 

are similar to those above, and somewhat easier. 

Hence, if F is f inite or infinite, and FnCii is any 

sequence of functions of the family, It is possible to extract 

a subsequence which converges uniformly in D to an analytic 

function or to the constant infinity. 

To show the necessity, we assume that the family Is normal 

and Aog lVtaul -**, or uniformly. 

If F =• \ , log F =. o , and en [Fn; , X)) U , then 

and if Slog \ Fn;u<h \ o, Slog o also, and \fm I 
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in D* and show L<oa. 

Lot FT* CO bo a sequence of functions of the family* then, 

given a 15, there exists a subsequence F»*i IV) which converges 

uniformly in 1) either to mn analytic function, or to the con¬ 

stant infinity* 

Suppose $*»;(*'>-*«» uniformly in 15* Than, for t sufficiently 

largo » l l£) \ > \ , and \%n-tGfc>\ >o . Hence by theorem <o , 

there exists a positive number (J<*> such that 

Hence, tn(f«i,D)i|, and L * (i. 

Suppose now that F*»i t*}-* o In 15, and consider fv*tis)~ £-7 
T^I 

F«i (*") —1v 00 uniformly in 15, and since 

Apq \Fn-C L*) 1 _ jloq iFwj, (S')! ^ 

A©^ lFn|,CWl Acg lfi»i (*•) \ 

They© exists a such that 

i. and L(F*i,D)i$\ 

If c^) —=* F(s) uniformly in 15, where Ftt^o , 

and since FUd+o , there exists a £*' such that 

and for 1 sufficiently large, 
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Hence, wv' (?M, - 2,$ and L (.$»»; ,5)4 >p". 

Therefore if &A converges uniformly in D, either to 

an analytic function or to the constant infinity, there exists 

an M<°° such that 

(a) L , t>) < M. 

This establishes the necessity of the condition; for if U» 

there would exist a sequence such that 

L (4n , $ *1 = <*> 

and it would be impossible to extract a subsequence satisfy¬ 

ing (a) above. 

Suppose now we wanted to discuss the normality of a fam¬ 

ily of derived functions, given that the family of primitive 

functions is normal. Obviously, if the limit functions are 

finite, then the sequence of the derived functions will also 

converge to a finite limit, by the theorem of Weierstrass. 

But can anything be said concerning the sequence of derived 

functions in the case that the limit function is the constant 

infinity? In order to consider this case, we introduce the 

idea of the kernel of a sequence of analytic functions which 

goes uniformly to infinity, 

III, Kernel Theory’*" 

Definition 2: Suppose F«w) a sequence of analytic func¬ 

tions which tends uniformly in a domain D to infinity. Then 

i:- Definition 2, together with the development of the theory 
which follows, is due to M. Mandelbrojt. (See Journal de 
Mathematiquos,Pares et Appliques, v. 8, (Qbh series), pp. 
173-195. 
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in any closed region i) interior to D the family of functions 

H lfn^l , D, 
lo^. \Fn Uo)\ 

is normal and bounded in D. Consider all possible sequences 

<$>m u') of functions of the family; from each can be extracted 

a subsequence which converges uniformly in D to a finite limit 

function. The set of all such limit functions is called the 

kernel of the sequence Fnlsi , and is denoted by N^Fnw} . 

The fundamental theorem of kernel theory depends partially 

upon the following lemma: 

Lemma 8: If the family 3 of functions Hi~) , analytic 

in a domain D, is such that ^ . y 0 
y <- <R. < § 

for each function of the family and for each *eD , then for 

D C D, and for any point *©«■ 5, there exists a finite number 

such that 

\fl*l - fu.1) \ < <*' W a\\ a e 5. 

Proof: Let 0l*\ = - FtM * for a fixed X) , Then 

Y-$ < (RSUr^ 4 

and 0C%> is normal in Dj moreover, is bounded in the 

closed region "0: ©C^o) =. o , Therefore, there exists an «' 

such that 
4 <4' , w leg. 

Theorem 9: Let be a sequence of analytic functions 

tending uniformly to infinity in a simply-connected domain D, 

with Fn' + 0 in 0, and such that the kernel of FnCt) 

does not contain the constant one. Then for any k, iF"aW 
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tends uniformly to infinity in i), and 

N 5 M If;(«} s ... = N 

Proof: Let be a fixed point belonging to 0, and 

let 

where <$n t <§nt*,^) is a pair of conjugate harmonic functions 

and 
^nUe.tjo) CXo«^o) + XTT , 

and arg FnCt) for any other*tD is then determined by continuity. 

Let 
Tnll) =■ Aoq Fntt) 

•Jog l \ 

Since FndH» -in D, there exists for each closed region OC I) 

an oi<oo such that 

(2) J_ < (£Tnti) - __&gq . < <X , (Jhmfc). 

l Fti ha) 1 

Hence, by lemma 3, there exists an a<oo such that 

I Aoq Fwit) _ log Fn Ctoi 

l JmFntto>l log 
< a 

(3) liaAML. I a-t , t I ata f-KJ. LaU* -U!— ■ 
|log\F„U*ll I I log \FnUoM I <Sn LKo.T*..1* 

Hence, r„i%> is normal and bounded in D; i.e., there exists 

a finite number A such that 

4* < KnltM - < f\ £bu (2.) end 
A l^IfnUoll 

Therefore, by the theorem of Weierstress, the family 
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"tn t») is normal and bounded in D. Moreover, no function 

T»i(i) can vanish in D, since 

Tn'(V> - 
Fn It) 

F* ll) Aog \ Fn l lo) I 

and by hypothesis, F* U) £ 0 in 1). Hence, no limit function 

of the family T„' can be aero without bo in/? identically aero. 

But this is impossible; for suppose tnjOfc) a sequence of functions 

of the family T»»LI) . Then 
r*, 

fnj ti) z. It.) + I fn; tfc) 
JU 

' and of 1 im xL u> =. 0, 
JLxm ?n; U) s lim rn; Clo) 

that is, lim 4°*?= lim ^•0<i s l+pt , where 
log IF*; <.fco)l log IFHi UhO 1 

p is a constant. But this implies that 

lim ^ .\Fn.l30l « l 
log IFK; Cl.) I 

and this contradicts the hypothesis that the kernel of 

shall not contain the constant one. 

Therefore there exists a number b such that 

(5) 
^ < UnC U) l 1 Fna Cl) 1   < t 

Ifni Cl) | log lFi»j lZo)l 

and Fnt CD tends uniformly to infinity with Fn.-ii) „ 

Now 

Soi 

and 

l 'C Cl) 1 =  tFnf <>.lJ  . 
‘ ‘ 1F„;U)1 log 

log \Fn; Cl)j r log \Fn;ll)\ +• log \ 'tVx; ll) \ + logv | Fnt tle)| 

loA IF;.- CDl . lofl iFnilDl » lo^ ^n: Cl)> * 

JLog \ Fn'. Ito) \ ’ lo% IFnc Clo)i + &«<* \ tl.)| + 1 
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ioq Ifiu 
lFr»'f U.ll 

SLoy lF«i; ti)l 

Ao<J \F*; (.lo) ] 
I Aoq VFnlW 1 

l \ + toglCn; 
Jlo<3 |F«J C»CJ l 

Jtoqi. IFnC Uo)l 1 
lo<) IFni ft) I J 

Ao^ tio) IJ 

N0to that, by (l^) above, log \T«i 1%) l is bounded; there¬ 

fore, as \fni (and henoe log iFmittl) becomes Infinite as 

i becomes Inf inite, the quotient ^**9 w ^ . approaches 
\fiii o) | 

zero as a limit* 

fhe quotient &*}»• also has zero as a limit, as 
JLo<* \F^£ Clo> l 

i becomes infinite; and hence, 

JLm Aoq \Pn‘- ml c Slim Aog |FtV)l _ . 
i“*‘p S.OCJ \F„'; ct*) l ’ ■*»* tF-i 1*0 l 

It is clear that the existence of either of these limits 

implies the existence of the other; l.e., 

N iFntl)} 0 N U)> ani C N iFn U)} 

and hence, N \F*ii)} = N \.Fnl H)} . 

Sow let fio<3 U) a Xf, * L %n u,^) 

With Xn Uo.Jfol * < XnUo.1^.) + xir. 

By the first part of the theorem, there exists a constant c < oo 

SUCh that , , \SLoqFn’U>| . r 

« < “E, iw.Cw 

From each sequence we can extract a subsequence such 

Jtoq Fni. Lt'i an j Aeq R»f U) 
. JUq IFn; Uto)l -^°<} IfWj Ho) l 

converge uniformly to analytic functions. Moreover, since 

N IF«H)}= NIF^CM} ? the real parte of these limit functions 



will be equal; i.e,. 

iL Fn.* 10 _ x»Vn. Jsafri (31 + CL Jt\YW 
i-^ao 

where C is a constant depending on the sequence Fn; ill » 

Differentiating, we get 

Xvv Fn't Uh _ _ JUm Fnt U1  , JL^w. Tn'. . 
l-*®“ Fn;«n &«<} 1&U <*«M W A«} '?*:<*«* I 

Taking (ip) into consideration, we get, for n sufficiently 

The remainder of the theorem follows by Induction, 

An important consequence of this theorem may itself be 

stated as 

Theorem 10: The condition that the kernel of a sequence 

of analytic functions which tend uniformly to infinity in a 

simply-connected domain D shall not contain the constant one, 

and the fact that 

large 
i- <, \Fnt- W_\  — < k 

and Fn*Wi tends uniformly to infinity in D, and 

N { F«tt)} S N W = H iFn («} . 

are equivalent. 

By (5) of t heorem 9 

< »i.\  < t> 
\ \ \ Fn IW) \ 

and this result came immediately from the fact that the kernel 

of the sequence did not contain the constant one. 
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By ()+), 
1 M L < * 
It*} \fn tlo* \ 

and hence £03 \F„Ct0l\ > l JU,^ F«uli. 

Therefore, 

l < l Fn Ctl \ ^ PC l Fn* (t.1 \ . 
b \FnUl\log \F„Uol\ log FnUl \ 

IV* Regions of Flatness for Entire Functions 

Suppose f(z) an ontire function, different from aero in 

an angular opening D: *, < <xr<3 i < , and consider a set 

of sectors Sn , covering the region A , which is that por¬ 

tion of D for which \*l > p •• 

SnCO : (i-fcl < \l\ < RnfiCl + ey, «, < arq ^ , 

v/hero - afcn , areal, *i, o<e< g>.r<ii , and any 

positive number* Let Srx(s) bo the closed sector, contained 

in Sntfc) S RA (l-€ •* 8) £. Ul £ Rn*» Cl + t-S), ««■» 5 * * £ otfc-8. 

\NV\ere o < S < e. 
Let : ™°-X \U«l 

16 SolM 

m(Rn.S’) *   \$U}1 
Ife SnCSl 

L(R„.8l = m«V% S | Ao<? VHRA,&1\ M (RrwS) I 
L> log TA le^.sn, mtfe.SlJ • 

Definition Js: If to each St Co,el there corresponds a 

positive constant A( 8 ) such that 

LUn.si < t\ m 

for all Rn , then f(z) is said to be flat in the sectors SnCeV . 

Moreover, we will say that f(a) is flat in A if it is 
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flat in this sot of covering regions. 

Such a definition of flatness in a domain is necessary 

in order that the whole idea of flatness have any signifi¬ 

cance; flatness in a single region would in general he trivial: 

in a finite region where an entire function does not take on the 

value zero, it would always be possible to find a constant k 0 

such that 
< A m 

where M, m designate the maximum and minimum modulus of the 

function in the region. There is, however, one case in which 

flatness in a region has meaning: the case in which the func¬ 

tion has a singularity on the boundary of the region, or, for 

an entire function, the case in which the region abuts on 

infinity. It is convenient to define flatness In such a region 

in the same manner as we have done above: flatness in a set 

of regions covering the given region. 

Consider now the similarity transformation 

Z - -V- • <*>». real, 
^ Kr\ 

which maps each Sr>t€* on a fundamental sector S«,Cev. 

< IZl < i + e . <*» < art) I < <*v 

and the closed sectors SnCSl on the closed sector S0CSl c SoCO •• 

V~V~~ - H\ - Ufe-K , «,+ 2 i arq Z t ot^-S. 

This transformation defines a family of functions Ip {Z): 

HUl) * UaZnl), 
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analytic in and taking in S«Ct) the same values as 

does f(z) in j i.e., Ut, {i) ■$. o \n SoCO. 

Theorem 11? A necessary and sufficient condition that 

the sectors SnC«A be regions of flatness for f(z) is that 

th© family be normal in Sc.CfcV 

The proof of this theorem is Immediate from the defini¬ 

tion of flatness and Theorem 7« We need note only that, 

given any closed region 13 contained in S*C, there ?/lll 

exist a S such that D c S0C6) c SoCt) , and that for that fixed 

6 , each SnCS) will be contained in SnCfcl . in other words, 

Theorem 7 established the normality of the family in Soil) 

for each $ e (o,0 , and therefore in any closed region D C S„ <fc), 

and hence in SoCfcl . 

Theorem 12: Suppose a function f (z) is flat in the 

domain A which is that portion of an angle D for which > p , 

and that f’U}* o there. Consider a sequence of points li*} , 

where i.e h , and inH--ain, a real and y \ .If there 

exist two positive constants A and B such that: 

CM j [Jh*},. | > A 
^ log \U^\ > BRn 

for all Rn , then A will be a region of flatnes3 for fCi") 

Proof: Let S*to be a sequence of sectors covering A 

chosen in the following way: 

S*cti : R„ C\-ed < »n < Ci + e'i, 
Ujkere Rn+» - aRn. 

oc, <. orq 1 < ciUi 
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and R, chosen so that R» < l*.I < aR, . S^CS) will denote the 

closed sector, Interior to SnttV. R« (»-e+S) * IM - Rmi (» + €-s)» 

<*,+ 5 i I * av- 8, o < S < 6 . 

Then by the transformation 

each sector Sntei will map on the fundamental sector S„ct'i , 

and each point fcn will go into a point 7., , interior to SoC«h. 

Lot be the family of functions l"L) - (a l) . 

By Theorem 11, we can show the flatness of ?'(i) In A — i * e., 

in the sectors Sntt) — by showing the normality of the family 

<$(!) in S*0) . 

By hypothesis, U*) is flat in Snte'i . Hence, the family 

i\HT.) is normal in SoU) . Let b«*n (.1) be a sequence of the fam¬ 

ily; then, given a 8 , we can extract a subsequence Wnf U) 

which converges uniformly in Sots) either to an analytic func¬ 

tion TO or to the constant infinity. 

Suppose tynP tl.) —*■ ^(1), Then by the theorem of Weir- 

strass, —*■ ^tZ.) uniformly in S,(S) . 

U) Z aR«p f‘(a Rnp Z) = a Rnp 9«P tZ) 

or, tZ) -- -i- ty' U). 
Q. Knp 

t 
* R»P 

Since Rnp-^ooas p OO —^ O * 
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Hones, <¥np(.X.) = * O uniformly as 

In other words, in the ease in which Vnr Cl) converges to an 

analytic function, there exists a subsequence <$*pi Cl) 

which converges uniformly in S,ti) to an analytic function, 

Now suppose Cl) 

the family of functions 

eo uniformly in S.U) , and consider 

0np (Z) a • 
p ioq |tVnrU.)| 

where o £ arq U>nf CZ.) < m and the argument for any other 

Z is then determined by continuity, 

The family 0np CD is normal and bounded in S« (4) : 

normal, because *VnpCl) —r «*> , and hence \ ^np CZ) | > 1 for 

p sufficiently large; therefore there exists a finite number 

p > O such that 
j < <R0np Cl) <■ 0 

The family Is bounded, since 9nP CZ*) —*■ l as . 

Hence there exists a subsequence 0np; (I) which converges 

uniformly to ©CX) , analytic in S„U) , and 0nrJ CZ) —► ©'(I) . 

How each GnpCX)fO : for, 

l©npU)\= r li^'r CUi  X  1 -*-■ ^  
' ' i^pCDl JoqlVVU.)| |U»nfCZ)iio<)^np(Z0)| 

- a ftwy \ f (a X) 1 O bu Wupc^bes\s. 
IKaSnpI) loq Ka-Rnp U)\ 

Moreover, ®‘U)* O : 

|flh (7 \I * aR«p \f*CaRnt.*«) I  - a R«p I [l«j».$CaRnp X)] 
If (oRnp Z0) ^03 f Co Rn? Zo ) | 

> a A. 
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for all Rn by hypothesis. Hence there exists an a such that 

1(z) | > rn t#r Okll i • 

Therefore, 
<xRnpt \$'(a Rnpt Z) 1   ^ ^ 

IHa Rnfi X') l Aocj l f (aRnri Zo> l 

CaRoP;Z)| > —ffi—- iaRnpt Z)| Aog If CaRnpi Xo^j 
GL Kn^l 

W«fi U)l > IXL& V>npo+Kfcs\3, 

and <Pnpi i.1) -*>00 uniformly since ^ (Z) does. 

Hence, l.f <$«P(X) a f (aR«P X) , it is possible to pick 

a subsequence (X) which converges uniformly in S*(8) 

to an analytic function or to the constant infinity! the 

family is normal in S*Ui , and f'Ui is flat in SnCt) 

and hence in A . 

As a more or less obvious consequence of these two theo¬ 

rems, we have a theorem on the lines of Julia of an entire 

function. 

Definition }±: A line J, issuing from the origin, is 

said to be a line of Julia for an entire function f(Z) if, 

In every angle of which J is the bisector, the function 

takes on ©very value save one at most. 

Theorem 13? Suppose J, and Jx are two consecutive lines 

of Julia for an entire function , with arg 1 = a,, for ze J, 

and argis«t, for »e Xj. . Then the domain A which is that 

portion of an angular opening b: ot, +-t < ar^i < <**-€ (where 

6>o, arbitrarily small) for which III > p is a region of 
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flatness for ?(*> Pro'/,<ie<i fW * o m A. 

Prooft Assume the contrary — is not flat in A * 

Suppose we cover the domain A as before with the sectors SnCfcl 

and let . 

If StiUs not flab in Snte), then SUZJ is not normal in 

SoCaV • Henee, there must exist at least one point at which 

the family is not normal; that is, la not normal in 

any circle C of arbitrarily small radius about Z0. Consider 

now the set of points t aRn Z, » end the line L from 

the origin through Zaand each zn. Since (Z) is not normal 

In C, the functions of the family must take in C every value 

save one at most; hence, must take on every value save 

one in an arbitrarily small angle about L, and L is a line J 

for $Cad . But this is a contradiction; by hypothesis, there 

are no lines J for f'0rt between J, and Sx » Therefore, -ft*) 

is flat in A. 

This type of theorem is useful in the study of the behav¬ 

ior of some functions in particular regions. Consider, for 

example, the function 6e* • It can be shown that every line 

issuing from the origin in the right half-plane is a line J, 

and that no line in the left half-plane is a line J. It fol¬ 

lows immediately, then, that the function is flat in any angle, 

0 , vertex at the origin, 3£ + e<e<l£_e , for every e>o . 

•* It is obvious that if A is a region of flatness for an entire 
function, then the function would be flat in the entire angu¬ 
lar opening, f&H a -there. 


